Christopher Cordine

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
WEB DEVELOPER

christopher@cordine.site
(516) 424-2147
292 New Hyde Park Rd Franklin
Square, NY, 11010

EDUCATION
QUEENS BOROUGH COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Queens, NY
Completed coursework towards A.S.
Computer Science (Dec 2018)

ADDITIONAL SKILLS
Managed CentOS 6.10, Cloud Linux,
and Synology Rackstation servers
Can write in PHP, JavaScript, CSS, and
HTML, with some experience in C++
Managed servers, background tasks,
and security with CPanel, WHM,
MySQL CLI, MongoDB CLI, and
phpMyAdmin
Deployed code using version control
systems such as Git, or using Tar and
GZip
Familiar with the MERN technology
stack ( MongoDB, Express, React, and
Node )
Familiar with the LAMP technology
stack ( Linux, Apache, MySQL, and
PHP )

Websites I’ve Worked On
streamliningvalidation.com -develop +
custom PHP, JS, CSS + optimization
thebestcollective.com -design and
develop + optimization
helpdeskah.com -design and develop +
custom PHP, JS, CSS + optimizati
on

East End Marketing / East End Yovth, Manhattan, NY / Dec
2019 – Present
 Acted as a front face for the company during client
interactions, in person meetings and on call
 Optimized WordPress websites after researching
server environment and platform
 Used testing and logic to identify conflicts between
plugins, themes, and the server
 Used platforms such as BlueHost, GoDaddy,
Squarespace, Host Gator, and A2 Hosting to host
websites, migrate websites, transfer and assign
domains, and modify records to create subdomains
 Managed DNS records for domains, subdomains, mail
services, and setting up Google Business accounts
 Managed DNS records for domains, subdomains, mail
services, and setting up Google Business accounts
 Wrote custom PHP and Javascript, sometimes
including HTML and CSS, to create plugins, themes,
child themes, as well as make necessary changes to
clean and optimize code
 Worked closely with, and in some cases managed,
remote developers for expedient and urgent project
requirements outside of my ability
 Used dev ops skills and utilities to identify problems
and bottlenecks on the platform and server
 Used platforms like GTMetrix, Google Page Speed
Insights and Analytics, Serpstat, and SEMRush for
SEO research and performance optimization
 Conducted regular WordPress maintenance, safely
updating plugins and themes, cleaning and
optimizing the database, removing unused/expired
tables, and removing redundancies in the plugins
 Used MySQL CLI to create databases, tables, and
users
 Built optimized, responsive, and mobile first designs

WEBMASTER / WEB DEVELOPER

Kitchenall, Brooklyn, NY / Nov 2018 – Dec 2019
 Writing scripts to work with csv files to organize
products, gather data and display it
 Acting as a functional programming consultant where
I frequently deliberate on and use “sudo code” to
design mockups for developers to use when
designing programs/features that we would later be
using in our company
 Wrote a chrome extension to scrape data off of web
pages that I visit, export the data as a csv, and
upload it to our magneto platform
 Using SEO tools, SEMRush Google Lighthouse and
Google Search Console to optimize our pages for
better search rankings
 Frequently working with regex (regular expressions)
to organize and display information in interesting

jcad.tv -develop from psd + custom
PHP, JS, CSS

fallonfiberglass.com -design develop +
custom JS, CSS + optimization



mcneill.eastendseo.com -design
develop + custom JS, CSS



eastendyovth.com -some development
custom JS, CSS, PHP + optimization



eastendseo.com -optimization



t2biosystems.com -custom PHP, JS, CSS
+ optimization



hamptonsrealestateshowcase.com custom PHP, JS, CSS + optimization



northforkrealestateshowcase.com custom PHP, JS, CSS + optimization
ag-pt.com -some development +
custom JS, CSS + optimization
creativedesignlandscapinginc.com landing page development + custom
JS, CSS + optimizations
evenflow.eastendseo.com development + custom JS, CSS +
optimizations









ways ie:creating product names and descriptions
following a formula I’ve developed
Working heavily on uploading, downloading, and
modifying csv files to and from our magneto platform
Using project management tools such as Slack,
Microsoft To Do, Trello, and Google Tasks to organize
our work flow in the Web Team
Using FTP servies such as Filezilla and AWS for server
file management
Using data profiles, php, and xml to work directly with
the magneto backend for obtaining specific data that
would otherwise be inaccessible
Optimizing the Sphynx search engine on the Magento
platform to improve speed and accuracy on the
website
Managing products using platforms such as Er plain,
Magento, Wordpress, and shopify
Using my technical background to study the
webpages of our competition to identify interesting
and creative technical SEO practices that improve
crawl ability and efficiently use Google’s robot
resources without wasting them scanning excessive
links and nodes
Our team consisted of 3 on site people, including
myself, as well as numerous content generators, and
programmers found through Upwork, Fivver, and our
remote development team.
Use my technical background to troubleshoot
hardware and networking errors within our company,
trailing cables, and coming up with a better
organization system for our routers and switches to
improve connection, speed, and bandwidth
Creating mock-ups for developers, depicting general
design purposes and functionality (backend and front
end) to be developed by the said remote developers
Using adobe creative suite to develop ads, product
catalogs, product listings, line drawings, logos, icons,
and web design mockups

REMOTE SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

Collins Harper, Vancouver, BC / May 2019 – Jul 2019
 Used Vim text editor to edit code
 Used bash tools such as; find, grep, and pipes to
generate tar and GZip backups of the websites
 Used PHP code sniffer to review and validate PHP files
for deployment
 Used the PSR-2 PHP style guide to maintain
accessible and readable code, keeping code up to the
quality standard required
 Used SCP and SSH to migrate and deploy code to the
server, documented the process, and communicated
to the team that it is ready for smoke testing
 Worked in an entirely remote position with a team of
developers from around the world
 Worked with the team to identify and correct
problems in the code, format or otherwise
 Regularly studied Linux and Bash commands to get
myself up to speed before and during my contract on
the projects




Used GSuite to operate all company related business,
maintaining communications, schedules, alerts, etc...
Assisted in identifying previously deployed code
containing backdoors

REFERENCES
References available upon request

